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Praise God! Thank you, King Gregg! All right folks, we're shortening the announcements as you 

see; we're going to be doing that in PA too. Announcements will be shared by email; that way 

we can get to the Word quickly. Praise God! 

Well, HAPPY Gregorian calendar NEW YEAR today; it's 2023, and normally how people 

celebrate it. But on the heavenly calendar which is also lunar calendar, the new year will be 

January 22nd when God’s Day will be celebrated. Amen! 

 

On the King Bullethead Ministry 

Thank you for all the love on King Bullethead on YouTube. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBGXsTn6T4Q                                                                                      

We're not banned yet. Praise God! You know when we first started King Bullethead we said 

“Okay, 50 views are the goal; 50 views.” Since we said, “50 views are the goal,” we're winning at 

every video [Laughter] Praise God! We thank everybody for checking those out. They are little 

rap sermons we make in a smaller package with our nice audio-video team. Shout out to 

Shiggy, Shinman and Shindeuk; they’re on our team helping us with the internet, managing 

and all that.  

The Queen gave us great insight from the Lionqueens, 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyvmd7x93tnzSjcwhbi5Ssg She has experience building 

that Lionqueens up to about 50,000 followers with Emo in Korea. They couldn't talk about any 

spiritual stuff but they were able to smash feminism and leftism especially in Korea. Their 

Korean channel had about 50,000 subscribers; it was pretty big. They did it for about a year or 

so and then they kind of burned out. But the Queen had very good insights. She knew for 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBGXsTn6T4Q
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyvmd7x93tnzSjcwhbi5Ssg
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example that you have to streamline; you got to streamline stuff and you have to have a team 

that helps you. So, it’s not one person doing everything in terms of creating the content, creating 

the song, plus the video, plus the editing, plus managing the comments, plus being the 

webmaster, plus the thumbnail. You know what I'm saying? It’s too much stuff. So, this time 

we're able to do it with the team and it's much more manageable.  

We’ll be able to bang at least one out per week. We actually already have three more that we 

have not released so we're way ahead; we like to stay much further than what we're releasing. 

One drop per week that's plenty, and we're trying to build the videos up to about ten. There are 

studies on that, that people usually give up before the first ten, because not a lot of people are 

watching the first ten and it's demoralizing and it goes up and down. But you never want to be 

a slave to the views, you just want to put it out there. Then when people come in after ten 

videos, they'll feel more confident to subscribe, because if you only have one or two videos up, 

it's like, “what is this? Is this guy serious?” It doesn't look real. You know, one video a year or 

something like that, there’s no way you're going to subscribe to that. So, we need to be very 

consistent, once a week coming out and our first goal is to get to ten videos. 

Then of course we're all white belts at this but it's okay. It's putting out the sermon and the 

message and the Rod of Iron Kingdom message in a different format, in a shorter format, 

because sometimes our services go one to eight hours, depending on the way the Holy Ghost 

moves. Those are very hard to share, but it’s much easier for the shorter ones.  

Thank you, folks, for showing the love there and of course when you come and see the video, 

like, share and comment. If you comment, even if you just put emojis in or whatever, that helps 

the algorithm. We'll be building it up at least until ten and stepping up from there.                                    

All right, that's a brief update on King Bullethead; thank you for the views on that. We got a 

couple of new ones that are coming out that are pretty theological as well. You'll sometimes see 

that the thumbnail will not match the actual song content; that's basically because we want to 

get people to click. On the next ones you may see Vice News there or “cult leader; dangerous 

cult,” etc. It has nothing to do with the video but it’s just the different titles that Rolling Stone 

has been putting on me. It doesn't have anything to do with the actual song but that's just how 

YouTube works.  

All right folks we'll be on Mark chapter 10 verse 32 today. This is a powerful section; let's read it 

all the way to the end okay 

 

Mark 10: 32-52 

“Disciples prepared for Jesus's death” 

32 And they were in the way going up to Jerusalem; and Jesus went before them: and they were amazed; 
and as they followed, they were afraid. And he took again the twelve, and began to tell them what things 
should happen unto him,                                                                                                                                                 
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33 Saying, Behold, we go up to Jerusalem; and the Son of man shall be delivered unto the chief priests, and 
unto the scribes; and they shall condemn him to death, and shall deliver him to the Gentiles:                            
34 And they shall mock him, and shall scourge him, and shall spit upon him, and shall kill him: and the 
third day he shall rise again.                                                                                                                                    
35 And James and John, the sons of Zebedee, come unto him, saying, Master, we would that thou shouldest 
do for us whatsoever we shall desire.                                                                                                                        
36 And he said unto them, What would ye that I should do for you?                                                                          
37 They said unto him, Grant unto us that we may sit, one on thy right hand, and the other on thy left 
hand, in thy glory.                                                                                                                                                                    
38 But Jesus said unto them, Ye know not what ye ask: can ye drink of the cup that I drink of? and be 
baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with?                                                                                                   
39 And they said unto him, We can. And Jesus said unto them, Ye shall indeed drink of the cup that I 
drink of; and with the baptism that I am baptized withal shall ye be baptized:                                                    
40 But to sit on my right hand and on my left hand is not mine to give; but it shall be given to them for 
whom it is prepared.                                                                                                                                              
41 And when the ten heard it, they began to be much displeased with James and John.                                           
42 But Jesus called them to him, and saith unto them, Ye know that they which are accounted to rule over 
the Gentiles exercise lordship over them; and their great ones exercise authority upon them.                                  
43 But so shall it not be among you: but whosoever will be great among you, shall be your minister:                      
44 And whosoever of you will be the chiefest, shall be servant of all.                                                                          
45 For even the Son of man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his life a ransom 
for many.                                                                                                                                                                 
46 And they came to Jericho: and as he went out of Jericho with his disciples and a great number of people, 
blind Bartimaeus, the son of Timaeus, sat by the highway side begging.                                                               
47 And when he heard that it was Jesus of Nazareth, he began to cry out, and say, Jesus, thou son of 
David, have mercy on me.                                                                                                                                            
48 And many charged him that he should hold his peace: but he cried the more a great deal, Thou son of 
David, have mercy on me.                                                                                                                                     
49 And Jesus stood still, and commanded him to be called. And they call the blind man, saying unto him, 
Be of good comfort, rise; he calleth thee.                                                                                                                    
50 And he, casting away his garment, rose, and came to Jesus.                                                                                   
51 And Jesus answered and said unto him, What wilt thou that I should do unto thee? The blind man said 
unto him, Lord, that I might receive my sight.                                                                                                      
52 And Jesus said unto him, Go thy way; thy faith hath made thee whole. And immediately he received his 
sight, and followed Jesus in the way. 

Amen! All right so we see that incredible situation going on there.  

 

We predicted it 

Now, before we get into that let's cue that video of the new surprise coming up, that the evil 

Satanists are sending humanity's way. It is important on the New Year not to be delusional and 

to think only of happy thoughts, but prepare yourself for the wiles of the devil and the attacks 

of the enemy. Why? Because we know in any situation where you get hit with a punch or a kick, 

you cannot see the one that knocks you out. Amen! So, it's always important to know in 

advance what the devil is doing. And thank God, he's such an idiot and a liar that he puts it out 
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and tells it first. It’s part of their religion; they have to PRETEND that you willingly went along 

with it. 

So, they say, “Look, we told EVERYBODY that we're going to kill millions. We TOLD everybody!” It's 

their pathetic attempt at fake morality. But let's hear what was going down this past week in 

Belgium. (Showing the video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_41PQ9_Y9Q Catastrophic 

Contagion 2025)   

Remember, before the covid lunacy came out the WHO and the Bill Gates Foundation did the 

same simulation three months before. Now this video comes out and it's saying it will be in 

2025. But it could be any time starting three months after this last simulation; obviously they 

could pull the trigger before 2025. We know what happened under covid; people's immune 

system was stronger than they thought, and it did not create the fear response that they wanted. 

Remember all the crazy fear marketing they did? Oh, my goodness! They were totally insane! 

“You're killing Grandma! Where's your mask?” People were wearing masks riding a motorcycle or 

when they were in their car alone. These people are so brainwashed, in a total cult; they call us a 

cult, but they are in a TOTAL cult. And of course, worldwide lockdowns and economic 

catastrophe! 

We predicted this after Father passed because we knew that the fall of the Han mother would 

create CATASTROPHIC world events; that world judgment would come. If Father really is the 

Returning Lord, then there IS going to be big consequences for MASSIVE failure especially at 

the Han mother's level. So, we knew on faith. But if Father was not the Returning Jesus, then we 

shouldn't have seen any of this. 

Remember, the Han mother predicted clearly that there would be blessings and PEACE and 

prosperity and all the nations would come bow her. She told all those prophecies but they 

failed. Instead, Father's heir and successor whom they stole all the money from, stole the 

inheritance from, whom they kicked out etc., didn't leave with one penny but had to start from 

scratch. By God's blessing and Holy Spirit, we have an amazing song, a new song coming out 

about that in a couple of weeks.  

Anyway, the point is: it was Father's Holy Spirit that was leading us and showing us the way. 

When we uttered those words of prophecy ten years ago, that there was going to be a world 

judgment, EVERYBODY laughed at us; everybody said we were crazy; everybody said, 

“Nothing is going to happen.” And for the first couple of years, the economies were just going 

along well, etc. Trump came in and the world was not going into shambles. 

But right there after the formation stage seven-year-period, boom! Remember we were in Las 

Vegas celebrating God's Day and right after that a worldwide pandemic was declared. You 

remember that? It was exactly seven years. It's ridiculous! Exactly seven years, and boom!         

By the way in the time span of history it’s very short. When Jesus said that the temple in 

Jerusalem would be destroyed, that took forty years to materialize; forty years! So, in the time 

span of history seven years is SUPER quick! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_41PQ9_Y9Q
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So, you had a worldwide plague, worldwide economic crisis, lockdown, totalitarianism 

worldwide, the likes of which we'd never seen before. Of course, they locked down every 

country in the world; the entire world was locked down and devastated, every single nation of 

this world. The First World of course collapsed, many of it into the Third World or developing-

country status, and then those Third World countries, boy, they got PLUNGED into more 

poverty and death and starvation. Millions have died by starvation in the Third World alone by 

covid. 

Then, we had the death jab, which of course we were preaching AGAINST. Remember that? We 

were telling people, “DON’T get the death jab! DON’T trust the Beast! DON’T trust political 

Satanism!” They were coming with all the marketing; CNN and all the heads of the Beast were 

speaking and telling people, “You got to get the jab! You have to do it! Do it, do it! You’re going to 

kill Grandma; you're going to kill everybody! Shame on you! Shame on you!” You remember this? 

And literally what was the Han mother doing? The opposite of us. What was she doing? She 

was saying that if you don't get the jab, you'll be fired from Family Fraud. So, she made 

EVERYBODY get the death jab. 

 

Judgment on the World  

Now, a year after the death jab, studies are coming out done by coroners and people that do 

autopsies. Remember in Died Suddenly, https://diedsuddenly.info/ it’s documented as well. 

Out of the people's carotid arteries they're pulling massive long snake-like fibers that are totally 

clogging up their arteries. They’re dropping dead with the Sudden Death Syndrome which 

never existed before, especially in young people and of course in professional athletes who are 

the healthiest in our society. 

They're realizing that the longer you have the stuff in, the more your blood is producing the 

spike protein that cannot clear through your body, and now you are basically eternally creating 

this fibrous spiked protein in your bloodstream which is then coagulating and becoming like 

these huge lumps that are plugging up the arteries. And that's why you see people do the death 

dance and die. Remember in that movie, people do the death dance; they literally start spinning 

because one of their arteries gets clogged and it twists their whole body and they fall face on the 

ground. 

This is a massive judgment. Potentially, tens of millions could be killed in the next five years by 

the death jab. They’re like a cult, like a crazy cult! They call us a cult because we’re anti-

communist and we know what the Beast is. We have truth and we know what Satan's power is 

through the Fall of Man revealed in the Divine Principle. So, they call us a cult.  

But look what they're doing to the people! They poisoned them. You're talking about any type 

of crazy cult; this is the worst; this is the biggest. This is TENS of millions of people; TENS of 

millions have taken the death jab. And one by one slowly people are dying of these “blood 

https://diedsuddenly.info/
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clots” and heart issues and SDS (Sudden Death Syndrome), all this kind of craziness. Folks, this 

is millions of people dying. 

Now, if Father was not who he was, how can this all happen? How can it happen exactly as his 

heir predicted? I didn’t choose myself, remember. I didn't choose myself; Father is the one who 

chose me. His heir is saying these things ten years in advance and they're coming to pass at the 

exact seven-year period. We had already declared a twenty-one-year period and after a seven-

year period, boom! Worldwide judgment is happening. 

Now, you see all that craziness with the covid plague that covered the earth, killed millions, 

starved millions across the Third World countries; economic catastrophe, nations plummeting, 

the dollar being destroyed; you name it. Only China, only the political Satanist beasts are rising; 

they're rising in money, in power and nuclear arms etc. 

You saw the catastrophe with the DEATH jab; another POISON judgment on people who 

believed in the cult, who thought they were following the science and condemned anybody 

who had doubts; anybody who said, “Let's listen to the actual doctors that created this stuff and are 

being banned on Twitter. Let's listen to them because maybe they're saying something important.” 

Remember, I would share that in service; I would have Dr McCullough and Dr Robert Malone, 

literally sharing their videos and telling the people. They were BANNED off Twitter, BANNED 

off Facebook et cetera, for telling the truth in the specialized virology field which they are 

experts in.  

Think about how many LIVES God saved in Sanctuary by the Holy Spirit moving and alerting 

us to that fact, “Don't touch the death jab! Don't be harmed by the poison pill that they're trying to 

inject in you!” It's interesting because also at the same time the Han mother was doing the 

poison blessing with the poison holy wine that she had given and consecrated under Satan. This 

is BAD! You can see true blood and you can see poison blood. Even with the covid jab, now 

there are the “Pure Bloods” -the people that didn't get it- and there are the “Vampires.” Now 

they got the death jab and it can't clear through their system.  

Then on top of that, you got a war starting to erupt in the northern countries of Ukraine and 

Russia and escalating. America sent another 80 billion dollars to Ukraine, so we’ve sent over 150 

billion dollars to these people; it's a money-laundering scheme. Unreal! It's unbelievable! In the 

U.S we have all these problems: the border is wide open, businesses are shutting down, people 

can't go to work and can't pay their bills etc.  

BUT you have Ukraine which they use as a money-laundering country whose president was a 

drag queen dancer; he was an LGBT drag queen dancer. Did you know this? Oh my gosh! 

Zielinski was a LGBT drag queen DANCER! Oh, my goodness! You can't make this crazy thing 

up! Zielinski is a drag queen LGBTQ + AAI a PSP ABC, whatever. He's doing drag in high-heel 

stiletto with lace. I mean it's ridiculous! This man is a lunatic and this is the kind of person they 

put in power, and of course they’re laundering money through Ukraine and they put in the neo-
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Nazis in power etc. The point is: they're starting World War III; they're trying to get the super-

powers to get into war; they're trying to have a civil war erupt.  

In the meantime, we told people it's going to get worse; it’s not going to get better. Remember 

the midterms? Everybody was getting so high on “hopium”, “Yeah! We're going to change it,” 

and we kept on warning people. We kept on telling them, “Don't be on hopium! Be realistic! Don't 

be on hopium! We're still in judgment period.” What happened? The midterms weren’t a huge 

success. It was not a huge failure but not such a huge success as we imagined. Why? Because we 

knew they stole the apparatus. They got a bunk apparatus in there and of course you can't win 

if the guy on the other side is controlling the numbers. You can put in all the vote tabulations 

cards you want to put in, but as Stalin said, the guy counting the numbers is the key. The guy 

counting them was from George Soros' system, and you lost. 

 

Catastrophic Contagion 2025 

Anyway, all those kinds of things are happening. Now it's being announced that they're 

preparing the new virus; they've already put up the new simulation out. They already had a 

whole production crew with video and editing; they had actors and everything. They had the 

former CNN host; that old lady at the end. They're predicting that one billion will get it; they're 

predicting that fifteen million children will die. Remember this is enterovirus, which is polio; it's 

a paralysis virus if this is what they're unleashing, and it's respiratory. Traditionally polio is 

passed by feces, if you touch somebody that's handled something and feces got on their hand, 

or whatever the case may be. This is how traditionally a normal polio is passed.  

But this one is respiratory, okay. You know they have those bio-weapons; it’s obvious this won't 

be respiratory. This means EVERYBODY will get it; everybody will get it. It doesn't have to be 

transmitted by feces; if it goes by coughing, EVERYBODY gets it. What is polio? It's a paralysis. 

You've got brain damage and then you get total paralysis in some parts of the population. Of 

course, if you've got fifteen million children dying in their mama's arms caught on video 

cameras, and a mommy's crying like crazy, “Oh, my baby died.” Then they’ll come and say, 

“Look, that's why we have to shut this down. Stay in your house, wear your mask, don't drive your car; 

you can't go to work. Get the vaccine! Get the vaccine!” Of course, the new polio vaccine will have 

what? The mRNA! You'll have exactly the same thing that the people were alerted about and 

knew in their spirit. 

But you understand folks, how this is going to be used for massive fear propaganda; massive, 

massive fear propaganda, if you see little babies paralyzed dying and frothing at the mouth and 

brain dead? They said a billion people get it, twenty million die, fifteen million children die, and 

what? Everybody else is paralyzed. Can you imagine that? The people that you love paralyzed; 

total paralysis. 
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Now if it's compared to the normal polio virus: with the normal polio virus 75% of people have 

NO symptoms whatsoever. They just get over it; the immune system wins. 24-25% have flu-like 

symptoms, and then amongst that you have 1 to 5% that may get some type of spinal cord 

damage, which will lead to paralysis or brain damage. And you've got the 0.5 % which have 

total brain destruction. But that's 0.5 %. So, if you look at even the numbers of polios, if they say 

in this simulation that a billion people got it and a billion people are paralyzed that's something 

very different from polio, even though it's an enterovirus. Are you with me, folks? You have to 

know these things in advance. 

 

Kings’ Training 

Obviously, kings’ training is not like slave training; public schools teach us to be slaves, but 

God's Kingdom, God's Kingship teaches us to be kings and priests and queens and evangelists. 

In the kings’ training we learn what? We learn that assets are not like paper money and things 

like that. These are real things: gold, silver, land, relationships, networks, and obviously our 

faith is a key. Every king in the history of humankind always has developed these assets; 

they've not been just gathering paper. Nobody, not even satanic kings on the planet teach their 

children to go after paper money. That's what they teach the SLAVES through media, through 

pop culture, through all this kind of things to chase the paper money, the Benjamins or 

whatever they want to call it at the time. That's what they teach so that people become slaves 

and they become truly poor; they don't have any real assets. 

Kings on the other side, are into what? Lineage. You're not into just enjoying your personal life 

and only hedonism. No! Kings are interested in what? Looking into the future, GENERATIONS 

down. They have this mentality and sense of responsibility for GENERATIONS, not just for my 

life and for my immediate situation. I'm responsible for GENERATIONS down the line! Are you 

with me folks? That's a totally different mindset! That's why the king has an understanding of 

real assets, strong faith, strong tradition that you're passing down through the generations; that 

hold the vertical transmission of virtue and morality and goodness and honor and loyalty and 

obedience to God. All these things have to be passed down vertically. Critical asset for a 

kingdom! Amen! 

And of course, kings are also interested in what? Accumulating kingdom, land, other things 

that are stable like gold and silver, and also the Rod of Iron. Why is the Rod of Iron critical? 

Because it DEFENDS the kingdom. And then of course making alliances and networks; these 

are absolutely critical, especially when this kind of crazy stuff starts going down. If a situation 

arises where they're trying to BAN the old polio vaccine, imagine if in our network we didn't 

have patriot doctors that we know; then it would be hard to get doctors that are already aware 

of this. 

Remember what they were doing with the Ivermectin when covid was going around? 

Ivermectin was winning; Ivermectin was SMASHING Corona. Remember this? They were 
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banning all these doctors from Facebook who testified to the fact that Ivermectin which is an old 

drug that combat malaria, was smashing covid; they were banning people saying that. Do you 

understand folks? They were banning them and they were saying “Ivermectin is dangerous,” 

even though they had approved it every year for the last 50 years! 

So, of course you know they're going to play the same lying game, trap game, same deceit 

game, same evil game of fear, trying to give people the spirit of fear.                                                            

But, “God hath not given us a spirit of fear, but of power and of love and of a sound mind.” (2 Timothy 

1:7) Amen! We don't have the spirit of fear. Why? Because in the Bible it says that Christ is like 

“a lamp unto our feet, and a light unto our path.” He shows us the WAY! Not the entire way but at 

least step by step where we can go. Amen! If he showed us the whole way, we'd probably quit; 

that's the problem and that's why He doesn't show us the whole way. Amen! 

 

The Next Level 

The point is: now they're ramping up to the next level. Imagine if an enterovirus is respiratorily 

transmitted; it's going across the world, and everybody's getting it. People are being paralyzed; 

permanent brain damage, little children are dying, moms crying on TV. The baby is dying in 

paralysis; they give him the jab and the baby comes back to life. Wow!                                                         

You see how that video is talking about the loss of trust in the health care system. Remember, 

they were talking about that, “the people have lost trust in the health care system.” Remember this? 

Because they weaponized it against the PEOPLE to give us POISON! That's why! 

We had social media to share information and the top doctors were saying, “Don't do this,” 

while they're being banned. People were awakened to this fact, and now they don't trust the lies 

that are coming out of even the medical establishment; they know it's totally corrupted, totally 

bought off, totally corporate-run. They have legal liability; you can't sue them or anything like 

that, so, they're completely free of any DANGER even though they have dangerous things in 

the vaccine. 

You can even see in some videos such as  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVkpQKRgHvU  

(Aluminum and Mercury Cool Science Experiment) what happens in your bloodstream when you 

mix aluminum with mercury. 

Isn't this interesting? The jabs have both mercury and aluminum as adjuvants and what 

happens when you do that? Well, something crazy starts happening. As it oxidizes and starts 

interacting with the air it starts creating nasty things in your body.  

But can you imagine something crazy like this spreading worldwide by respiratory syndrome 

etc.? And then of course they're going to say, “The old polio vaccine doesn't have any effect.” Who 

knows? It may be working, it may work great, but they're going to say, “It has no effect; studies 

show that people are DYING because of it. Don't take the old one. A NEW one is coming out. Pfizer has 

already PRODUCED the new one.” Why? They predicted in advance and they produced the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVkpQKRgHvU
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vaccine so now they're ready to make money off of you after they give you the illness, paralyze 

your children and make them froth at the mouth and die. How wonderful, how great of them! 

They give us the disease and try to cure us.  

(Showing the video) Look what happens when you combine aluminum and mercury. Oh! Look at 

that! See what's happening? It starts growing when it interacts with oxygen. Look at that! It 

starts producing crazy fibers. That's aluminum coming in contact with mercury, both of which 

are adjuvants in the death jabs and the boosters. Are you kidding me folks? This is just with one 

little plate. Imagine this ALL over your body! Look at those nasty fibers that are growing! Oh, 

that looks weird; that looks similar to the movie that we saw Died Suddenly. Remember? Those 

fibers look kind of interesting; they kind of look similar to what they were pulling out, like 

snakes coming out of people's neck that was clogging their arteries. If you get enough of that 

cloggage, think how the blood is not going to be able to pass through.   

 

Pandemonium 

The point is: this is no joke. People want to believe in their governments or in the CDC (Center 

for Disease Control) They always have all these official names: (Speaking with a British accent) 

“The World Health Organization; yes, the World Health Organization is saving everybody from 

disease!” They're the ONES PROMOTING and PROPAGATING the LIES, so people are dying! 

They're the OPPOSITE of health! 

But of course, that's Satan’s lie; it's always the opposite. What they claim is the opposite of what 

they're doing; everything they do is always the opposite. They just invert:                                                            

*The cross, they invert it and they claim the victory;                                                                                    

*The family, they invert it and they claim the victory;                                                                                                

*Man and woman they invert it and they claim the victory.                                                                         

That's what Satan does. It has nothing constructive; all it does is try to DESTROY that which 

God has made. Just INVERT it, put it upside down and say, “Yeh! We won!” No! You're 

LOSERS! All you did was turn it upside down.  

But of course, they create HAVOC and wreck entire civilizations in the world. This is going to 

cost at least tens of millions of lives, but since already tens of millions have died during the 

covid, it will probably be in the hundreds of millions. So, we're talking about a massive, 

massive, human death toll the likes of which any genocider like Hitler, Stalin, Mao Zedong, 

ANY of them would be salivating in the mouth about. Mao was only able to offer up 100 million 

blood deaths to Satan. Stalin, what? 40 million blood deaths to Satan. Hitler, 13 million blood 

deaths to Satan.  Bill Gates and the World Health Organization, the WHO, they are offering 

potentially hundreds of millions of blood deaths to Satan. 

Of course, they're doing it because they want to “save the planet, save the climate change.” The new 

lie out that the news is carrying is that,” We're now figuring out WHY people are having sudden 
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death syndrome. New studies show that it may be due to climate change.” Oh, Lord! Are you kidding 

me? (Laughing) The new study shows that the Sudden Death Syndrome may be due to climate 

change! Oh Lord, have mercy! Merry Christmas! Happy New Year! This is what these crazy 

demonic Satan worshipers are doing! 

Of course, this is the trajectory of the world; they want TOTAL political Satanism, TOTAL 

Antichrist Beast system DOMINATING the world. We saw inklings of that throughout the 

world, and for the first time we've seen that BIG in the Western white countries, in Europe etc. 

People are getting SMASHED by the cops, treating them as if they were in China. They were 

smashing white women's faces in the ground and handcuffing them, because they didn't wear a 

mask, or they were in an open-air beach and these Australian women got beat up by the cops 

who were saying they were just doing their job. Unbelievable!  

Now, the First World has woken up. They're realizing, “Oh, my goodness! This can happen here!” 

The only reason that didn't happen in America was because people have the Rod of Iron. If you 

keep pushing too hard and you kill all their relatives and family, there are going to be some 

angry people with strong weapons. You understand? And there are a lot of firearms; there are 

more firearms than the population in terms of numbers. We're the only country that has that 

power. 

And look the government of the U.S tried. They tried; they tried to go hard, just like in the UK, 

just like in Australia, just like in New Zealand, but they couldn't go too hard. In the American 

population we have probably the highest number of men who've been to war. Men who've been 

to actual warfare, been in gunfights, fought for the country. Many times, they believed that they 

were fighting for the right cause, and not trying to make Dick Cheney a billion dollars for 

Halliburton; that's stuff they found out later.  

The point is that we have a huge population of COMBAT veterans who were used to build 

armies overseas in all the major modern wars. They train and they make armies; they have that 

ability. Those warriors didn't forget what they did twenty years or ten years ago; they have not 

forgotten. They may be a little rusty here and there but they have not forgotten some of those 

critical skills fighting tyrants and evil people. Watch out if it gets so bad, like children being 

paralyzed and millions of Americans dying, and they enforce the covid lockdowns shutting 

down churches and places of worship, shutting down businesses, and shutting down this and 

that, as they tried to do with the weaker covid. This enterovirus is stronger so you can imagine 

the type of PANDEMONIUM worldwide that they're going to be creating again. 

Pandemonium, folks! Pandemonium! 
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Strong Immune System 

But if it is really an enterovirus that is spreading via respiratory droplets then you know 

everyone's going to get it. So, what's the most important thing? Boost your immune system; 

exercise, take cold showers, lemon, vitamin C, pine needle tea; all that good stuff. Take your 

vitamins and minerals and have your fruits and vegetables and eat a lot of red meat.                                    

They used to say, that red meat had neither vitamins nor minerals. That's a lie by the way. Did 

you know now they've done a whole bunch of studies on people who have a pure carnivore 

diet; they only purely eat meat. Did they have any vitamin deficiency? 

https://healthfully.com/vitamins-nutrients-in-red-meat-5781766.html 

No! They had no vitamin C deficiency, especially if they eat liver. By the way eating liver 

doesn't make you look like Liver King! That boy was on massive steroids; he was just lying 

about it like a fraud. Koreans and Asians, we love liver; we eat that all the time, right, Japanese 

too. There is no vitamin or mineral deficiency in carnivores, people who purely eat meat; isn't 

that interesting? Fruits and vegetables are good; God made them. In the Garden of Eden Adam 

and Eve were eating fruits and vegetables, so it's not bad. I'm not saying everybody should be 

carnivore. I'm not only carnivore. God made us to be both.  

But the point is about the lies of the vegans telling people that meat has no vitamins and 

nutrients. These are lies. They've now done the studies that show: No! Meat has PLENTY of 

vitamins and minerals, and of course it has the critical protein that you need as an alpha male, 

alpha female; you need to be STRONG and build big muscles for the men. Amen! You all need 

that red meat.  

But the point is: our immune system needs to be STRONG! STRONG community, STRONG 

immune system, STRONG relationships. Amen! Hallelujah!  

 

The Kingdom of God on Earth 

Folks, if you were with us for the study of Revelation etc. you know that there are many 

denominations in the church, whether it be Eastern Orthodox, whether it be Catholic, whether it 

be Protestant; many denominations teaching about the End Times. There are many views on the 

End Times. But we know that even in the Protestant church for example there's a 

postmillennialist view, and they believe that Christ's Church IS the Kingdom of God. It’s very 

similar to the Catholics who believe that the Roman Catholic Church IS the Kingdom of God on 

earth; they believe that. The Eastern Orthodox and Russian Orthodox Church, they believe the 

liturgy and the Eucharist et cetera and the church itself IS the Kingdom of God on earth. It's not 

a crazy view; it’s quite an ancient view and most of the large worldwide denominations hold 

that view, that the church itself is the Kingdom of God.  

https://healthfully.com/vitamins-nutrients-in-red-meat-5781766.html
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That's why for example if you walk into a Russian or 

Greek Orthodox Church, you'll see all these icons and 

paintings; some will be in the back, some in the front. 

Sometimes in those churches the icons are a depiction of 

Revelation. The entire Book of Revelation is on the church; 

which is saying that literally the Church is the fulfillment 

of the End Times. Jesus did establish the ecclesia, the 

Church, the gathering, even though he said the BELIEVERS will be the living bricks, the living 

stones of the Temple. He did say that. So, there are of course different views in the world of 

Christianity, the world that is following Christ, that acknowledges Christ as Lord. They have 

different views on the Trinity and Filioque.  

But the point is: many of these huge worldwide denominations see the churches as the physical 

manifestation of the Kingdom of God on earth. Now, in the Completed Testament Age, how did 

Father train us? The church is the gathering place and it's like the training place; it's the place of 

training with the Messiah, with his lineage, with his Kingship, with his culture, with his 

tradition etc. But then where do we actually IMPLEMENT the Kingdom? In our Central Blessed 

Families. We IMPLEMENT what we learned, what we trained, what we've practiced, etc. We're 

implementing that in our family life and that is the substantiation of the Kingdom. 

 

On Just Parenting 

Since any nation, any kingdom is comprised of family units, the family unit must be as 

STRONG as it can be, as TIGHT as it can be, as VIRTUOUS and MORAL as it can be, as 

HONORABLE as it can be, generally, for the society to maintain prosperity, to maintain 

morality, loyalty, to maintain and abide by contracts and keep pushing forward in the future 

with hope and joy. Amen! Now, when you start breaking that DOWN you have what? You 

have Satan winning.  

So, what will happen? Since in the New Testament period the CHURCH was the Kingdom of 

God on earth, everybody just focused on going to church. Which is important; it's very 

important. There are many studies to show that in a country that does not go to church a lot the 

morals fall very quickly. So, going to church and gathering with God's people is critical. The 

Bible actually commands it. There are some blessed families who fall into this trap. They just do 

“family worship”; their idol has become the family. They don't get together with other godly 

people and they don't train together and develop themselves some more and then implement 

that into the family. The family has taken the place of Christ and their whole purpose is just to 

work on their family. 

But if you do that, you lose the larger picture, and what happens? The family ends up just 

worshiping itself; it gets to the point where you can even take God out and they're just strung 
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together by family relations. You're now PAGAN! You're no longer related with God even 

though your family is tight.  

It has to be aligned vertically, and that is the connection to the church, to Father’s Kingship, to 

his culture, to his Constitution, to his BODY, his lineage etc. There has to be a vertical 

connection, and there's a horizontal connection, meaning our family. They both have to be alive. 

Amen! 

That's why the gathering and training and studying together and doing the home groups and 

the vertical study is so important, because that's what brings our level up in the horizontal 

dispensation of the family; that's what brings our level up in our family life so we become better 

what? Kings and priests, better judges in our home so we don't abuse power and abuse 

authority and force, and we act with justice. Kingdom parenting is not about peaceful parenting 

only. Christ said, “I have come not to bring peace but a sword.” (Matthew 10: 34) So, you're not 

coming to bring peace; it's not about peaceful parenting. No! It's about just parenting.  

One part of God's love is JUSTICE, so if parents use excess force on their children, and it's 

unjustified, what happens? For example, if one of the parents is drinking too much and they're 

whooping the kids because they're drinking, that is an UNJUST use of force. The kids all know 

that when they grow up; they know “you didn't have control of yourself and I got the trauma from 

it.” You see what I'm saying? “It was UNJUST! I’ve had to be in that environment where I'm living in 

a hellhole. Every day I'm waiting to get whooped because you can't control yourself!” Do you see what 

I'm saying? That leads to anger, resentment and hatred of God. Why? Because the home did not 

display God's JUSTICE. 

That's why in a parenting class, in training we have a very important first principle: we're not 

aiming for PEACEFUL parenting, we're aiming for JUST parenting. Because sometimes if the 

child is becoming violent and he's attacking Mom, well, Daddies, we're going to go and we're 

going to control that boy and we may have to use force. “Because you’re using force on Mommy or 

a cousin or whatever the case maybe, Daddy will subdue you.” But that is a JUST use of force; in the 

self-defense laws we know that is a just use of force, because you're not using it to OPPRESS 

somebody, you're using it to STOP him from hurting another person. That's JUST! Are you with 

me, folks?  

Not for a quick, “You better listen to me or I'm going to whoop you; tear you up.” Okay the child at 8, 

9, 10 years old may listen to you, but if you keep doing that at 13, 14, 15, 16, he can even punch 

you back at some point. That child is going to HATE his daddy which will make him do what? 

The daddy is the priest in the home; that means he will hate the High Priest; he will hate the 

Father in Heaven. Amen!  

This is what you don't want to do. That's why as the kings and the priests in the home Daddies, 

our game has to be TIGHT; our game has to be strong. And we have to be practicing always like 

a professional judge, you know the ones that wear the black robe in the courtroom. They have 

to act professional; they have to always try to act objectively and try to think and judge the case 
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fairly. They're supposed to do that. I understand there's a lot of corruption, of 

buying off, but they're supposed to act fairly. They're supposed to act with 

justice, and blind justice is the symbol.  

 

On Challenging Teens 

Same way in our homes. If your kids are still young, you've got to be ready. When they start 

hitting the teens they start challenging; they start saying, “No, no! I don't believe this, I don't 

believe that, etc.” and they start trying to prod and poke. When they're in that situation, as a good 

judge you cannot act emotionally. If you see a judge up there and somebody gets him riled up 

and he starts throwing stuff at the person, you will say, “This judge is crazy! Look at this guy! Get 

him on TV quickly.”  

Younger parents, you have to be careful; watch, once your kids get into the teen years, they will 

be tempted to try to challenge you. If you're very physical then they may not challenge you 

physically but they'll try to become super brainiacs so they can challenge you 

INTELLECTUALLY. If you're intellectually strong, they're going to try to lift weights so they 

can be PHYSICALLY strong and whoop you that way. So, you should be able to do both. You 

should be able to have a balance of good, strong apologetics and theology, and at the same time 

be a strong man. So that if your children are tempted to do stupid stuff, they always have a 

check and balance on their growing power as they mature. Amen! 

There are times when teens are going to start challenging us or test us; they’re going to say 

stupid stuff like, “YOU NEVER took care of me! You NEVER cared for me,” to make you angry and 

aggravated. Just remember these words when that moment comes, because it's going to come. 

It's called a pooh-pooh test; they talk about that in the dating world. The girl is always trying to 

give the pooh- pooh test to the guy and try to see if he can pass her test because that's how she’s 

deciphering, “Does this man have skills? Do I want to give my eggs to this man?” It's a crap test and 

your kids want do that too.  

They're saying, “You want me to trust you, Daddy, Mommy? You have to earn that from me. Show me 

why I should trust you. Show me why I shouldn't go play and have sex with ten girls at a time. Why 

shouldn't I do that? Show me your way is better.” They're challenging like that. When that happens 

you must not take it emotionally; you must not say, “Do you know what Mommy did? …. You 

ungrateful…...! I sent you to college…. You don't you know what I suffered for you!” Don't do that! 

That’s acting like a fool, acting like a child! That's what they want. Then you can abuse them 

verbally, physically whatever the case may be, and then they have the ammunition to say, 

“Look, look! That's why I don't want to follow God. Look at my parents! I don't want to follow God 

because of those idiots.” And that gives them excuses to play and philander and play with the 

devil and dance with Satan. Are you with me, folks? Don't fall into that trap.  
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When that happens be a good judge, be a good king and be a good priest, especially the father 

because the teenage years is when they're going to start trying to challenge the father. Before 

then they're challenging Mommy all the time.  But when they get to their teens, that's when they 

start trying to poke the big bear in the house. So, when they do that, we have to be wise; we 

can't act like children. We have to be the adult in the house. Amen! They may say, “sticks and 

stones may break my bones, “but you don't take it personally. You act professionally like a 

professional judge, “Is that true? You're saying Daddy never helped you to do this or Mommy never 

helped you to do that? “And they're crying. “Well, okay calm down! Daddy heard what you have to 

say.” You're not angry, you're not mad, you're not yelling and shouting putting on guilt trips, 

“Do you know what I did for you? I paid for this and I paid for that, etc.”  

But you also paid for this and paid for that for your dog; you also paid for this and paid for that 

for your cat. (Laughing) Are you with me, folks? So, you can't play that game because that's 

going to make them angry too; in the end they know they're not your pet. If your full 

responsibility as a parent is to feed them, put a house over their head, and take them to the 

hospital when they're sick, well you do that for your dog and your pets and your gerbil. Don’t 

have the same standards with your children as you have with your pets! 

Because they're the next generation of what? Judges and the next generation of what? Kings, 

priests, queens, evangelists. They are the next generation; they have a critical job to do. That's 

why we got to be higher level; that's why we got to train, and that's why we have to be excited 

about the training lifestyle, learning lifestyle, Scripture studying, just parenting, training, 

outdoor activities. Why? Because that's another form of education for our children. We don't 

only give intellectual education; we also give experiential education. It's CRITICAL for your 

children. These things are critical; any man knows it.  

 

The First Time 

We value the first time. If you never had any sexual partner before your marriage, like many of 

us here because Father was very clear about that, and your wife never had any sexual partner, 

so we're number one, we're the first for each other, the first, then you’re ALWAYS going to 

remember the first time, ALWAYS. Is that true? The first time is so important. You don't give 

that away to a harlot of Babylon. The first time is so important, and not only for the sexual 

relationship but also for experiences in LIFE. 

-The first time your son wrestled another boy of the same weight and BEAT him up! Wow! 

That's the first time; that's a big win for a man, that's a big deal. Girls, you may not understand 

that the first time we dominate another man or boy of the same age, for men that's a big deal. 

That's a HUGE win! And if your daddy was there not only on the sidelines, but he was training 

with you and then saw you win! Think about the joy of the father-son relationship in that 

moment! Incredible!                                                                                                                                         

-The first time your child skydived; he looks over this side, there's Mommy on this side.             -
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-The first time he does hard math equations; there's Daddy helping him.                                                            

-The first time he does bungee jumping.                                                                                                                       

-The first time he goes scuba diving; he looks to the left there's Mommy, he looks to the right, 

there's Daddy. Wow!  

Parents, you are training him up to be the next generation of good king. You are taking 

RESPONSIBILITY for the grace of duty Father gave us to raise up the next generation. Amen! 

And you're taking that seriously in a kingship line, that means you're not only paying attention 

to this child; you're looking towards your grandchild. Why? If you raise your children right you 

have already raised your grandchildren. Are you with me folks? If you raise your kids right, 

you have already raised your grandchildren, because all the training you put into those 

children, they're now going to replicate that to the grandchildren. If you put in bad training; if 

you had bad stuff, a lot of emotional content, a lot of irrational stuff shouting, etc., they're going 

to give that trauma to your grandchildren. Don't do that! Control yourself; mind body unity is 

key. Father always said, “Before you conquer the universe conquer your mind and body, “because 

that will materialize in our daily life. Amen! 

Satan will use that as the EVIDENCE for your children to hate you and by extension hate God, 

because you're following God and you can't even be a just person. It doesn't mean parents you 

have to be perfect or anything. But we have to be trying to be upgrading, leveling up; we can't 

just be stasis or going down. That's bad, that shows laziness. We've got to be training; we've got 

to be doing it for what? For our children and grandchildren. It's not for salvation, you're not 

going to earn salvation; that's given by grace and by the love of God. Amen! 

And after that, we're putting in that work for what? Our grandbabies. My little grandbaby this 

morning he came up and he gave Grandpappy a bottle of water. He was reaching up and 

looking at me with little googly eyes. What do I see? I see MY son in his face; I see my boy in his 

face! It’s ridiculous! Do you understand folks? It's like, “Who are you? Who are you?” and I see 

my baby boy in his baby face. Are you with me folks? Kings must look DOWN into the future, 

FAR into the future, 10, 20, 30 generations down. That's where we are looking.  

So, 2023 with the New Year etc.? No, no! We’re not looking for this year to be a good year. No! 

We're hoping for everybody to have the kingship mindset. Amen! For kings and priests, queens 

and evangelists to be good judges in the home. It doesn't mean we have to be perfect, because 

children actually don't demand perfection. They actually want to love their parents; they don't 

demand perfection especially as they grow because they know nobody can be perfect. But they 

have deep gratitude if their parents tried consistently to do better. When they messed up, they 

said, “Oh, I'm sorry baby, that didn't work out so good,” or whatever the case may be. But they are 

able to improve, and that's why getting excited about training is so important.  

Yes, it's easier just to play video games and lounge around and watch stupid TV and waste your 

life away. That's easy, it's lazy; it's of course slothful which is a sin. That's not how the Kingdom 

lifestyle is.  
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James and John & Bartimaeus 

The Kingdom lifestyle is exciting. It has energy; it is constructive, meaning that it's building. 

And it has a POWERFUL type of hope and faith just as we read in this chapter right here.                      

Look at the difference between the two brothers and Bartimaeus.  

 

*James and John's request                                                                                                                                                                                                 

35 And James and John, the sons of Zebedee, come unto him, saying, Master, we would that thou shouldest 

do for us whatsoever we shall desire.                                                                                                                        
36 And he said unto them, What would ye that I should do for you?                                                                          
37 They said unto him, Grant unto us that we may sit, one on thy right hand, and the other on thy left 

hand, in thy glory.                                                                                                                                                          
38 But Jesus said unto them, Ye know not what ye ask: can ye drink of the cup that I drink of? and be 

baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with?                                                                                                   
39 And they said unto him, We can. And Jesus said unto them, Ye shall indeed drink of the cup that I 

drink of; and with the baptism that I am baptized withal shall ye be baptized:                                                    
40 But to sit on my right hand and on my left hand is not mine to give; but it shall be given to them for 

whom it is prepared.     

Look at what James and John, the Zebedee brothers said to Christ, “I want to sit on your right and 

on your left hand.” That means, “Give me GREAT POWER.” That's what they asked for. Jesus 

says, “What do you want?” and they said, “We want great power. We want to get all honor and all this 

power. We want everybody to be bowing to us. That's what we want.” And these are apostles! Golly! 

Are you kidding me? 

 

* Bartimaeus                                                                                                                                      
46 And they came to Jericho: and as he went out of Jericho with his disciples and a great number of people, 

blind Bartimaeus, the son of Timaeus, sat by the highway side begging.                                                               
47 And when he heard that it was Jesus of Nazareth, he began to cry out, and say, Jesus, thou son of 

David, have mercy on me.                                                                                                                                            
48 And many charged him that he should hold his peace: but he cried the more a great deal, Thou son of 

David, have mercy on me.                                                                                                                                     
49 And Jesus stood still, and commanded him to be called. And they call the blind man, saying unto him, 

Be of good comfort, rise; he calleth thee.                                                                                                                    
50 And he, casting away his garment, rose, and came to Jesus.                                                                                   
51 And Jesus answered and said unto him, What wilt thou that I should do unto thee? The blind man said 

unto him, Lord, that I might receive my sight.                                                                                                      
52 And Jesus said unto him, Go thy way; thy faith hath made thee whole. And immediately he received his 

sight, and followed Jesus in the way. 
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Now, contrast that to the very next man Jesus meets, Bartimaeus son of Timaeus. He's there 

begging on the ground, and he can't even see Jesus. Notice, he LOVES Christ! He saw Christ in 

his heart before he could even see him with his eyes. Do you understand? He knows and trusts 

Christ in his heart before he can even see him with his eyes because he's blind. He can't see him. 

But he KNOWS of him and he BELIEVES in him and he YEARNS for him and he is THIRSTY 

for him. That means he is craving to be in that relationship with God. He has tremendous HOPE 

when he hears that Jesus is coming down the road; he's FILLED with hope.  

He's not asking, “Jesus, put me on your right-hand side and on your left-hand side.” No, he didn't ask 

that; he didn't ask any of that. He didn't ask for power; he didn't ask for this or that; he didn't 

ask for anything. He was so excited; he had a pure childlike faith. He couldn't believe, “Oh, my 

gosh! I can't believe Jesus is coming down my street! This is the end of the world; the apocalypse has 

come. Jesus is coming down MY street!” Incredible! That’s his FAITH, that's his HOPE! His Hope is 

so powerful. Five minutes before, he is depressed, he wants to die; he's on the ground begging 

for food. Five minutes later because Jesus comes, he has HOPE, he has JOY, he's EXCITED! All 

of a sudden life is EXCITING to get to Jesus, to Christ. Are you with me folks? Are you with 

me? Because  

THAT relationship is EVERYTHING! EVERYTHING!                                                                                            

THAT’S what makes the training fun!                                                                                                                              

THAT’S what makes the hardship fun!                                                                                                                         

THAT’S what makes the blood, sweat and tears fun!                                                                                                  

THAT’S what makes it FUN and joyful, folks!                                                                                                         

“The joy of the Lord is our strength.” (Nehemiah 8: 10) It's that relationship! 

He was craving for him. He didn't ASK for power; he didn't ASK for “let me sit at the right and 

left hand of you and have this kind of rulership.”                                                                                                         

Let's read that section right there really quick.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                       

“God Has Decided”                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

It was interesting. This is a real story:  when Father chose me as his heir and successor in the 

actual palace Father changed the order. Everybody knew it seemed like my brother Preston was 

going to be the heir because he was vice president of CARP and of this and that, and his father-

in-law was the world president. You remember this?   

His father-in-law is the world president, he is the vice president of the Family Federation and a 

lot of the organizations are going over to Preston etc., so most people are thinking Preston is 

going to get the blessing, the anointing as the heir and successor. Everybody remembers this 

right? And then all of a sudden Father chooses this bozo at the bottom. He chooses the 

skateboarder freaking martial-art guy at the bottom; on the bottom of the totem pole. And I'm 

like, “What? What? What?” 
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Never did I assume, ever, ever, that I was going to be the heir and successor! I'm at the bottom 

of the totem pole, and Korea is very hierarchical; if your brother is one year older than you, he’s 

like God. So, I never assumed. But remember Father then called me to be his heir. He did three 

crowning ceremonies, made me wear his crown; he did this on two different continents. 

Remember this? I wanted to be quickly done and overdone with it so it would just stop; 

everybody was staring at me. I didn't even want to wear the crown in the ceremony.                            

But the point is: Father made me do it three times; he did it three times. How annoying this 

must have been for Father! He had to do it three times so that nobody could doubt. 

Anyway, after that ceremony some senior elders from the 36-couple Blessing - the first 36 

couples that were blessed, they're senior, senior Blessed couples – a whole bunch of them went 

to Father and said, “Father, how can you do this? Everybody in the whole worldwide church was 

expecting Preston. Now if you do this still, if you anoint number seven it's going to create chaos in the 

church.” We have a number; our family is so big we just have a number, “Number seven, come to 

the lunch line!” (Laughing) “If you anoint number seven, it's going to create CHAOS in the church.” 

What did Father say? He said something very similar to Jesus right there in verse 40,  

40 But to sit on my right hand and on my left hand is not mine to give; but it shall be given to them for 

whom it is prepared.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Father said almost the exact same thing. He said, “It's not my choice. God has decided.” That's 

what he said to them. They were angry. But that's the story. We don't get to CHOOSE that; we 

don't get to choose. God prepares it, God chooses it.  

 

The Father-Son Relationship  

And then all this whirlwind, all this craziness. Father ascends to heaven but they think he's 

dead, so they're acting as if he's dead. They’re acting as if they can do anything, desecrate him; 

they can make statues of the Han mother so she can worship herself, etc. Oh, my gosh!                     

And here I am with nothing. Why? Could I have fought them legally? Of course! I had 

BILLIONS of dollars under my control, all in my name; I had billions of dollars under my 

control. Billions of dollars, that’s a lot of power. You can buy out politicians, buy off chiefs of 

police and nations. You can do a lot with billions of dollars, folks. You can literally buy off 

governments on a very high level; you can do a lot with ten billion dollars.  

I could have fought them; I could have fought the Han mother. I could have done legal battles 

to say, “I'm not going to give these over. I'm going to keep all the billions to myself.” Because I was 

actually the heir; I was actually the heir, right. 

But more than money, more than any money I knew I need a father. I said, “Mommy I'm not 

going to fight you; I'm not going to fight you for the money.” Because Father's Kingdom is not just 

money. The money can come and go and we can build it back in a moment; that's not an issue. 
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Trump has been bankrupted how many times? Eight times, and he’s built back billions. So, the 

money is not the issue.  

What's the issue is the father-son relationship. If that is cracked the Kingdom gets cracked, the 

lineage gets cracked, the vertical transmission gets cracked. Then I don't care how much money 

you have; you're going to fail. Preston stole a lot of money, two billion dollars from his own 

daddy; that organization has failed. The Han mother stole tens of billions from Father and from 

his inheritor, but what happened? In ten years, it's gone to flames; they're now in the death 

spiral of a plane crash, especially with what happened in Japan where the Family Fraud is being 

shut down etc. TOTAL judgment! Now they have NO financial power. And just as we 

predicted five months ago when I was in Korea and Japan, now they're selling off land in Korea, 

which is aggravating and angering people. We told the people that's what they were going to 

do and they're doing it; exactly what we were saying. 

 

Family Fraud Cheongpyeong 

(Showing this video of the FF Cheongpyeong buildings)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Qz8EMZpm0E 

Of course, they're still trying to raise hundreds of millions to build that abominable Moloch 

temple that they're building WITH the phallic symbol of Horus that the obelisk is. Ah! I really 

don't like to show the abomination of this temple that they’re building with the owl statues 

which is Moloch; that's literally Satan and the baby killing. AND they're into feminism because 

of the Han mother's feminist lunacy, and they're building an obelisk to Satan. By the way, hello, 

if you know anything about ancient Egyptian construction mythology, the obelisk is Horus's sex 

organ; that's what it is. That is the symbol of the obelisk. You know the Washington Monument 

that also is the Egyptian symbol of Horus’s sexual organ. So, basically, it's Satan's; it's the 

celebration of Satan's seed, of the Serpent's Seed. 

So, at the palace and a place of worship they're worshiping the obelisk and Satan’s seed. Here 

are the other hundreds-of-million-dollar buildings that are going up. The second one, that's 

another structure they made which I didn't know about, but CBS covered that in Korea.  

This third one which they're building is in the mold of the Vatican- 

the Vatican of all places! - that is the next one that they're building. 

That's the one with the owl statues and all the Moloch symbols and 

all this demonology. That's how far and apostate they’ve become. 

They don't even realize that they're putting up ancient Babylonian 

demonological iconography up; they don't even realize what they're 

doing. That's the obelisk! See the big Horus obelisk there! What a horrific granite 

demonic structure that is going to become!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Qz8EMZpm0E
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They're only halfway through building, so they're doing what? Demanding money from the 

people. Now Father has dropped the hammer on Japan and the entire Japanese government is 

coming after them, therefore no more funds are coming from Japan. The Korean and the 

American Family Frauds, they are welfare churches. They never have contributed to the 

Providence; they've just been taking from Japan. In Korea, they were asking:                                                                    

-“Give three thousand dollars per family to hurry up and finish this.”                                                                                        

And the Koreans were saying                                                                                                                                    

-“Oh, it's too hard, too hard for us.”                                                                                                                           

-“Okay, fine; one thousand each family.” 

This is what is happening and meanwhile they're been selling the land off etc. As they sell off 

these historical properties one by one by one, the people are getting angrier and angrier. Now 

the people who thought that they were going to stick around for the MONEY, they're realizing, 

“Oh, it seems like the money is vanishing! They’re selling off and liquidating everything. I'm not going 

to be on this train any longer.” Aha! Now they start thinking, “Oh, my goodness! This ship is 

sinking.” Already they feel that. 

But what happened? You had TENS of BILLIONS of DOLLARS that you stole. Tens of billions! 

Not millions, folks; one billion is a THOUSAND million. You understand? People get crazy 

over a million; one billion is a THOUSAND million, okay.  

 

Unbreakable Father-Son Relationship  

Do you understand how much power I controlled in my hand? But I tossed it away. Why? 

Because more important was love. In the end it's love, the love of my daddy; that's it. With that 

love we can build kingdoms, we can create billions, trillions; it doesn't matter. EVERYTHING in 

the future, EVERYTHING in the Kingdom is there. You SELL and BREAK that OFF, you have 

nothing. All you have is empty shells; paper is all you have. 

And look what happened! In the short ten years the curse has come unto the Harlot of Babylon 

and none of their prophecies has been fulfilled, not a single one. We went from a 400-million-

dollar palace to a tent in the wilderness and we were happy, we were fine. Why? Because Father 

had already trained us in the Amazon jungle; every summer we would go down and live in the 

freaking anaconda bush with Father. So, we LIKE being outside ANYWAY! We didn't have any 

problem with it; we actually enjoyed it. 

I would rather have my kids learn that lesson. They saw Daddy walk through that; they learned 

that lesson. They saw Daddy not sell out Grandpa for money but stay LOYAL to Grandfather 

when EVERYTHING was against him and he had the power to keep the money and fight just 

for money. But he gave it up. Why? To stand up for what is right and what is honorable. You 

see now that's real wealth; that's why I say, “I'm the richest man in the world.” I have the most 

money in the world because I didn't sell out for the paper, and I could have. How many people 

are in that situation really? There are probably 0.00001 % of people. I'm not bragging or 
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anything but that test was a critical test and it’s an important lesson for humanity especially in 

the Kingdom.  

More important than those riches of the Kingdom is the critical father-son relationship. That 

cannot be broken. That cannot be broken, and in Christ's line that cannot be broken. That has to 

be strong, that has to be the center because from that morality, from that virtue, from that 

decision to not be materialist and hedonist but instead to love your father; from THAT 

DECISION comes the Kingdom of God. From that comes the stability of that generation, and 

the future generations, so they can look back and say, “Oh, we shouldn't be worshiping money. 

Remember that story? We shouldn't be worshiping money and power. We should be thinking critically 

about our relation with God, about our role in the Kingdom, about our role in the Family Kingdom, being 

good kings, priests and judges, and good queens and evangelists.” (Applause) It is so important. Hey, 

praise God! Praise the Lord! We praise God, we praise God, we praise God! Thank you, Father! 

Hallelujah! 

 

“My Father Loves Me” 

It's Father's Grace, Father's Grace. Father's love is what saved me and that happened decades 

ago, when I was in a Christian Church and I was going to be a Buddhist monk; everybody was 

telling me that I was a lunatic, and I was now a pagan becoming a Buddhist monk. But Father 

said, “No, I'm sending my son to go study. Don't attack him!” He put his hedge of protection 

around me.             

I was at that stage where I was like, “This is it!” I thought, “I know I'm going to be kicked out for 

this, but it doesn't matter, I'm going to go.” I was at that stage; I was fed up with the church and 

stuff like that. In my mind I KNEW 100% Father's going to kick me out. You know I'm dressed 

up as a Buddhist monk, I'm training with monks in Buddhist monasteries. And we're supposed 

to believe in Jesus!!!  Not such a good look, okay! So, I KNEW 100% Father's going to kick me 

out. I was just waiting, “Okay, Father, kick me out!” At that point I was more of a cultural 

agnostic; I didn't really believe in God or anything. In Buddhism it’s not really that important; 

you're not supposed to focus on that. So, I just felt, “Okay, let's not focus on it. It’s not that 

important.”  

But what happened? At that critical moment Father said,” No, Appa, Father, is training him. I’m 

training him.” I could not believe it! I was getting so much attack from the leadership. Kwak and 

all these people just sitting across from me, they're just like steaming and saying, “How can you 

allow this, Father? We're supposed to believe in Jesus. Look at this guy! He's wearing beads and he's got 

the gray robe on with the freaking Kāṣāya. He looks like a monk sitting here. He’s your son. What are you 

doing? Do something about it?” It was getting to the point of being like a bursting kettle; it was 

getting really steamy, and I knew 100%, that Father was going to kick me out.   

That would have SOLIDIFIED my RESENTMENT against God; that would have given me 

justification, that would have given me ammunition. I WANTED that! I WANTED him to kick 
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me out so I could say, “YEAH! This is FAKE!” I wanted that so bad. But I didn't get it, I didn't 

get it, I didn't get it. In fact, I got the opposite. I said, “Oh, crap! Oh my gosh! My daddy really does 

love me. Oh boy! Oh, boy, my daddy really does love me.” Oh Lord!  

That changed it all! That literally changed it all! It's so interesting: once you get your 

relationship right with your father, all of a sudden, the entire cosmos shifts; this is like a 

quantum shift in your entire life. In your mind, he was the one that was your oppressor and 

then all of a sudden in a moment you realize he loves you; he just literally saved you. And all of 

a sudden now because things are right in that critical relationship the ENTIRE universe starts 

changing. NOW, I want God. It's crazy right? I was agnostic like, “I don't need God!” In 

Buddhism, they teach you, “It's not an important thing. Just focus on training and focus on 

meditating. Don't focus on God.” I was in that so it was not necessary. 

I literally went from that. Why? Because once that critical father-son relationship got settled and 

got clarified and I knew, “My God! My father is not just about teaching this stuff and just talking 

about it. My father is real; he actually loves me. The security guards and all these guys may just call me a 

number, but he knows my name, and he loves me.” For the security guards I was literally a number 

and my number was 1100; I should have gotten 1100 tattooed on my arm, like a concentration 

camp tattoo or something. 

But once my relationship got settled there, boy the whole world just changed. Now all of a 

sudden, I WANTED God; I started to get thirsty for God! How crazy is that? I went from being 

an agnostic Buddhist to all of a sudden being THIRSTY for God! Why? Because I found out that 

my father loved me, and that all the stuff he was teaching, he was not just saying stuff. This 

stuff was real and he knew my name and he loved me.  

Then all those memories I had of when I was a baby holding my little blankie, going in and 

saying, “Daddy, I want to sleep in your bed”; going in there and sleeping between my mom and 

my dad. I’d sleep in between them and he would love that; he would be so happy, “Come on! 

Sleep over here boy!” He’d let me sleep right in the middle. All those memories started coming 

back and I started feeling, “Wow! My father really does love me! He loves me, he loves me; he loves 

me.” And all of a sudden, I want God, all of a sudden, I want to DEFEND GOD! All of a sudden, 

I want to study apologetics. Oh, my goodness, your life changes once that critical relationship 

gets settled. He's the priest in the home, so that relationship is KEY. Once that gets settled 

everything starts to change.  

Now on a microcosmic level that happens in our families too, right? That's why building that 

relationship in the Kingdom with the citizens in the family Kingdom is so important; you're the 

king and the priest, you are the queen and the evangelist there in the family home. The children 

they're like the citizens, so you're building that relationship. But that citizen will not only just be 

a citizen. That citizen we'll also one day realize, “Wow! I am a real son in this Kingdom too, I am an 

heir in this Kingdom too, I am an INHERITOR of this Kingdom too. And it's not for my glory, but I'm 

here to protect. I'm here to glorify my father. I'm here to thank my father and his father and his father and 
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Father God.” Amen! This is so critical because this is the real power of the Kingdom, folks! This 

is the whole blessing of the Kingdom! 

 

Christ Has Already Been Victorious 

All of you in your own way when you came under Father's authority, you had to take the 

attacks, you had to take the burden of people lambasting you and all this kind of stuff,” You’re 

going to a gun cult; it's a terrorist organization,” and all that, even though we're teaching on justice 

and on “love God and love your neighbor,” and on being a good shepherd, et. Antifa can go 

throwing Molotov cocktails at cops and they're not terrorists, but churches who teach, “You’re a 

shepherd and love God and love your neighbor,” you're a terrorist organization.                                                  

And a man and a woman in marriage, that’s TERRORISM, TERRORISM! “Man and woman in 

marriage? How DARE you? TERRORIST, terrorist, terrorist!” All this kind of stuff! That's why 

we're labeled as the hate church, hate preacher by the Southern Poverty Law Center; they 

wrote a whole article on us saying that we're a hate preacher. Well, maybe I should send them 

some of my “hate rap”! (Laughing) 

The point is even you folks encountered some of that. When you stood for Father's authority, 

you stood for Christ's authority, you took the lambasting of the Left, of the Family Fraud, etc. 

You took those attacks, but in the end, those attacks they're not greater than the love we have 

with God and Christ. Amen! THAT is the power that allows us to be victorious over those 

things. 

In the new Gregorian calendar year, it's important to reflect on these things not only for 2023 

but to have the long view, to have the kingly eyes looking far into the future, generations into 

the future. Amen! When the church is a place for gathering and giving glory to God and also 

learning and training, then we implement that education and stuff into our family level and 

upgrade our level constantly. Or we are at least aware; don't be unaware; don't just raise your 

kids with no reflection. We have to raise our kids with awareness, as a judge, a JUST person, a 

JUST king and a priest, a JUST queen and evangelist. That's why that emotional control is so 

important, so, so, so critical; mind body unity training. 

2023 is looking to be a crazy year and of course they're coming up with more crazy stuff; look 

forward to the future. Hey! We know that in the end God wins. Yes, it gets crazy, but 

sometimes the craziness is fun. Life is monotonous, life is boring so God is giving the whole 

world a little bit of excitement, okay! [Laughter] It's a crazy road but somebody's got to walk it 

and God's people are the ones that are chosen to walk it. We're the ones that were chosen to 

have the epic LIFE! The epic LIFE doesn't come by just having a comfortable life; it doesn't come 

that way. It comes with the highs and the lows; it comes with the push and the pull; it comes 

with great suffering and attack and mockery and even DEATH; all that. But see, CHRIST’s love 

in the end DEFEATS death and the grave; it defeats it. There's NOTHING that the enemy can 
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throw at God's people, that if the people stick with Christ and God we cannot overcome. 

Because He has already been victorious! Amen! 

It's critical for us to remember that in this new year. Be strong in this new year, enjoy your 

training, enjoy your study; enjoy your upping your level in parenting game, in your husband-

and-wife spousal marriage training. All that manifests the Kingdom in the home. Come 

together for fellowship. Ecclesia the gathering, Ecclesia we come together to worship and study 

and pray for one another et cetera.  

And remember don't forget to pray for one another. Critical! This is part of the critical 

responsibility of the church. We got to be praying for one another, not be jealous of one another. 

Amen! If we see another couple doing good, we got to pray for them and say, “Thank you! You 

guys are great; you're inspiring me.” Don't be jealous, “Oh, they always look so happy.” That is a 

wicked, wicked mindset; that's a hell-mindset not a heaven-mindset. Amen! In the Kingdom 

when we see couples doing good, we should be, “Dang! They inspire me to be better!” That's a 

POWERFUL, powerful spirit. That's the Peace Police-Peace Militia spirit “love God, love your 

neighbor.” Amen!  

So, root for one another, pray for one another. If you ever need a prayer reach out, reach out, 

reach out! Never, never, never walk alone; you're never forsaken. God put your brothers and 

sisters around you so we can pray for you, we can support you and all that kind of stuff. If you 

need prayer you got to reach out; it makes you stronger, it helps you through the hard times 

and of course, who knows? God answers prayers and creates miracles, just like the miracle 

Jesus performed with Bartimaeus. You don't KNOW what he can unleash when you come and 

search and reach your hand out and say, “LORD, I need you!” and you have other people doing 

that for you and with you. Amen! 

Don't let the devil control or take your family down, take your spousal marriage down! NO! 

THIS year it’s going to get better,                                                                                                                                    

THIS year it’s going to get stronger,                                                                                                                                            

THIS year it’s going to be more honorable,                                                                                                                                     

THIS year it’s going to be more just.                                                                                                                                                        

THIS year it’s going to be more glory to God, (Applause)                                                                                                                            

THIS year more love to God,                                                                                                                                                               

THIS year more power in the husband-and-wife relationship, more power in the parents-and-

children relationships.                                                                                                                                                       

The Kingdom being built from the ground up.  

Why? Because God is leading us; we are walking with Him through this battlefield that is our 

lives. But hey, it's an epic one and it is one that we should never want to trade for anything else 

in the world, because all the other paths are boring, boring, boring. Only this one is this epic! 

Let's all pray! 
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Pastor Sean’s Prayer 

Father God, we thank You for this beautiful day. We thank You for all the 

things You have done for us. We thank You for this beautiful message of Mark 

chapter 10, and these incredible things. We see James and John asking for 

power and honor. You said, “No!” And we see the contrast with Bartimaeus 

who just wanted to TOUCH You, wanted to SEE You, wanted to be EXCITED 

and HOPEFUL that he could meet You; just that alone.  

And in the end of that scripture You said, “By your faith you are saved, not healed.” You didn't say, 

“By your faith you are healed.” In that chapter You said, “By your faith you are SAVED.” Wow! 

God! The healing came as an EXTRA GIFT! Not only did he receive salvation that day but he 

also received the gift of healing in sight, so he could BEHOLD the One who had saved him, 

BEHOLD the One whom he had already fallen in love with in his heart, “The One, the Master, the 

Lord, the Father’s representative on earth, JESUS, the CHRIST, the anointed One, the Hamashiach, HE 

was here in front of my eyes, and                                                                                                                       

I NEED him, and                                                                                                                                                                      

I WANT him, and                                                                                                                                                                         

I need to FOLLOW him, and                                                                                                                                                         

I need to become a MAN like him, and                                                                                                                                       

I need to learn how to SERVE like him and RULE like him, and                                                                                           

I need to learn to how to be JUST like him. Just! Justice! Just like him!” 

Father, we ask You that in our marriage life we become more powerful. We become stronger in 

our love and romance with our spouse, because that is the powerful vortex, the beautiful loving 

energy that then inspires our children to want to be married and blessed in a lifelong 

relationship in the next generation.                                                                                                          

*Let that manifest in our spousal relationship. 

Also, in our parent and child relationship                                                                                                                  

*Let us manifest Christ's justice as good judges.                                                                                                              

*Let us manifest Christ's authority as good and benevolent kings that will defend our kingdom 

and PROTECT our citizens and our children.                                                                                                                   

*Let us also become the PRIEST who has a strong relationship with You and is always building 

the vertical tightness, the vertical relationship, so we can LEAD our family in the spiritual 

warfare in the BATTLEFIELD that is before them, as the adversary as a roaring lion is seeking 

WHOM he shall devour.  

So, dear God, we ask You in this 2023 that                                                                                                                    

We become STRONGER in You                                                                                                                                             

We become more HONORABLE in You                                                                                                                              

More VIRTOUS in You                                                                                                                                                       

More BRAVE in You                                                                                                                                                                 

More COURAGEOUS in You                                                                                                                                                      
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More filled with LOVE for You.                                                                                                                                                                 

And that we always “seek Your Kingdom and Your righteousness for all things shall be added unto us” 

as Your scripture says.  

Dear God, we thank You for this beautiful day. We thank You for the fellowship with the 

brothers and sisters here. Let us pray for one another at all times and root for one another as we 

build the Kingdom on the microcosmic level, from the ground up by Your hand and by Your 

grace. 

We give You the praise, glory and honor with all the kingship lines gathered here with the 

Three Generation Kingship, and we pray in Your precious name. Amen! Amen! And Aju!  

Hallelujah! Let's all rise folks, and give Him the glory. Let's praise Him! [Applause] 

 

 

 

 

 


